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THE RESERVOIR 
TAPES

JON MCGREGOR

A teenage girl has gone missing. 
The whole community has 
been called upon to join the 
search. And now an interviewer 
arrives, intent on capturing the 
community’s unstable stories 
about life in the weeks and 
months before Becky Shaw 
vanished. 

Each villager has a memory 
to share or a secret to conceal, 
a connection to Becky that they 
are trying to make or break. A 
young wife pushes against the 
boundaries of her marriage, 
and another seeks a means of 
surviving within hers. A group 
of teenagers dare one another 

to jump into a fl ooded quarry, the weakest swimmer still 
awaiting his turn. A laborer lies trapped under rocks and 
dry limestone dust as his fellow workers attempt a risky 
rescue. And meanwhile a fractured portrait of Becky 
emerges at the edges of our vision—a girl swimming, 
climbing, and smearing dirt onto a scared boy’s face, 
images to be cherished and challenged as the search for 
her goes on.

Returning us to the 
extraordinary 
territory of Jon 
McGregor’s Man 
Booker Prize 
long-listed novel 
Reservoir 13, 
The Reservoir Tapes 
take us deep into the 
heart of an English 
village that is trying 
to come to terms 
with what has 
happened on its 
watch. AUGUST

$23.00
Hardcover
Ebook Available
Rights available: 
US/Canada

FICTION
9781936787913
176 pages 
5.5" x 8.25"

 Praise for Jon McGregor

“ A fiercely intelligent writer. . . . Astonishing.” 
—George Saunders

“ A writer who will make a significant stamp on world literature. 
In fact, he already has.” 

—Colum McCann

“ Jon McGregor writes with frightening intelligence and 
impeccable technique. Every page is a revelation.” 

—Teju Cole
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JON McGREGOR is the author of four novels and two story collections. He is 
the winner of the IMPAC Dublin Literature Prize, the Costa Novel Award, the 
Betty Trask Prize, and the Somerset Maugham Award, and has been long-listed 
three times for the Man Booker Prize, most recently in 2017 for Reservoir 13. He is 
professor of creative writing at the University of Nottingham, England, where he 
edits � e Letters Page, a literary journal in letters.

@jon_mcgregor  jon_mcgregor

“ He’s an extraordinary writer, unlike anyone else.” 
—Paula Hawkins

“McGregor is a beautiful, controlled writer.” 
—Kate Taylor, Th e New York Times Book Review

“ Rhythmic, musical, ceaselessly contrapuntal. . . . A remarkable 
achievement and a subtle unravelling of what we think of as the 
conventional project of the novel.” 

—James Wood, Th e New Yorker, on Reservoir 13
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PEN AMERICA 
BEST DEBUT SHORT 

STORIES 2018
JUDGED BY JODI ANGEL, LESLEY NNEKA 

ARIMAH, AND ALEXANDRA KLEEMAN 

As with last year’s inaugural edition, 
selections for the second volume of 
PEN America Best Debut Short Stories 
were made by three award-winning 
writers, themselves champions and 

innovators of the short story form: Jodi Angel, Lesley Nneka 
Arimah, and Alexandra Kleeman.

Each story comes with an introduction by the editor of 
the literary magazine who originally published it. These 
commentaries provide valuable insight—not only for students 
of writing in particular, but also for readers in general—about 
what editors look for and how they read, and celebrate the 
vital work literary magazines do to nurture contemporary 
literature’s newest voices.

The essential yearly 
guide to the newest 
voices in fiction.

AUGUST
$16.95
Trade Paper
Ebook Available
Rights available: 
World

SHORT STORIES
9781936787937
224 pages  
5.5" x 8.25"

 Praise for the series

“ Urgent fi ction, from breakout talents.”
—Booklist

“ A welcome addition to the run of established short story annuals, 
promising good work to come.”

—Kirkus Reviews

“A great overview of some of the year’s most interesting fi ction.”
—Vol. 1 Brooklyn

JODI ANGEL is the author of two story collections, � e History of Vegas and You Only Get Letters from Jail, which 
was named a Best Book of 2013 by Esquire. Her work has appeared in Esquire, Tin House, One Story, Zoetrope: All-
Story, Electric Literature Recommended Reading, and Byliner, among other publications and anthologies. Her short 
story “Snu� ” was selected for inclusion in � e Best American Mystery Stories 2014. She lives in Northern California 
with her wife and daughters.

LESLEY NNEKA ARIMAH is a Nigerian writer born in the U.K. and currently living in Minneapolis. She won the 
2017 Kirkus Prize for Fiction, was a finalist for the John Leonard Prize, and was named a “5 under 35” honoree by the 
National Book Foundation for her debut story collection What It Means When a Man Falls from the Sky. Her stories 
have appeared in � e New Yorker, Harper’s Magazine, Granta, Catapult, and other publications, and she has received 
grants and awards from Commonwealth Writers, AWP, the Elizabeth George Foundation, the Jerome Foundation, 
and others.

ALEXANDRA KLEEMAN is a Staten Island–based writer of fiction and nonfiction, and the winner of the 2016 Bard 
Fiction Prize. Her fiction has been published in � e New Yorker, � e Paris Review, Zoetrope: All-Story, Conjunctions, 
and Guernica, among other publications. Essays and reportage have appeared in Harper’s Magazine, Tin House, n+1, 
and � e Guardian. Her work has received scholarships and grants from Bread Loaf, the Virginia Center for the 
Creative Arts, Santa Fe Art Institute, and Art Farm Nebraska. She is the author of the novel You Too Can Have a 
Body Like Mine and the story collection Intimations.
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ULTRAVIOLET

SUZANNE MATSON

A Novel

Suzanne Matson’s engrossing and 
intimate new novel, Ultraviolet, 
centers on Kathryn—the daughter 
of Elsie and mother of Samantha—
while illuminating the lives of three 
generations of women, each more 
independent than the last.

Their stories open in 1930s 
India, where Elsie lives with her 
authoritarian missionary husband 
and their children. Returning 
to the American Midwest as a 
teenager, Kathryn feels alienated 
and restless. When she loses her 
mother prematurely to a stroke, 
she escapes to Oregon for a fresh 
start. Disappointed that her 
education was cut short by her 
father, and dreaming of becoming 
a writer, she supports herself as 
a waitress in wartime America, 
dating soldiers, then meeting 
and marrying Finnish-American 

Carl. A construction worker sixteen years her senior, he is an 
unlikely match, though appealing in his carefree ways and 
stark di� erence from her Mennonite past. But Kathryn ends 
up feeling trapped in the marriage, her ambitions thwarted. 
Samantha, who’s grown up in the atmosphere of her mother’s 
discontent, follows her own career to teach at a university in 
faraway Boston and maintains a happy family of her own.

When Kathryn starts to fail, Samantha moves her mother 
near her to care for, and then to watch over her deathbed, where 
“something in the room—the spell, the cord knitting them 
together—is cut. Or no, that can’t be right, either.” Ultraviolet 
is a lyrical novel of great emotional depth. Suzanne Matson 
recognizes both the drama that is within every existence and 
the strengths and fragilities of our relationships with others. 
She shines a brilliant light on the complexities of marriage, 
motherhood, aging, and the end of life.

“ From its wonderful 
opening in 1930s 
India, Suzanne 
Matson’s beautifully 
accurate and illu-
minating Ultraviolet 
follows the fates of 
three generations of 
American women, 
along the shifting 
borders of safety and 
freedom. As time 
carries them past 
risks and refuges, the 
reader is left with a 
shimmering sense of 
lives lived."

  — Joan Silber, author of
  Improvement

SEPTEMBER
$26.00
Hardcover
Ebook Available
Rights available: 
US/Canada

FICTION 
9781936787951
256 pages  
6" x 9"

“ Capacious, unsentimental, and yet forgiving, Ultraviolet 
brings us both the intimacy of women’s lives and their 
trajectories across continents and generations. This is 
Suzanne Matson at her wisest and deepest—wonderful.”

—Gish Jen, author of Th e Girl at the Baggage Claim

“ Acutely, elegantly, Suzanne Matson traces her characters’ 
paths from the hills of colonial India to the suburban 
American West to the dislocated excesses of an Alaskan 
cruise ship. Here are the women in a family and the 
impact they have—or fail to have—on one another. And 
here, in the silences between vivid moments, we see how 
years pass, how lives pass, how a century passes.” 
—Joan Wickersham, author of Th e News from Spain and 

Th e Suicide Index
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SUZANNE MATSON was born in Portland, Oregon, and studied at Portland State 
University and the University of Washington. Her fi rst novel, � e Hunger Moon, 
was a Barnes & Noble Discover Great New Writers pick. Her third, � e Tree-Sitter, 
was short-listed for the PEN New England/L. L. Winship Award. She has published 
two poetry collections with Alice James Books, teaches at Boston College, and 
lives in Newton, Massachusetts.

@suzannematson
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NICOLE CHUNG

What does it mean to lose your 
roots—within your culture, within 
your family—and what happens 
when you fi nd them?

Nicole Chung was born severely 
premature, placed for adoption 
by her Korean parents, and raised 
by a white family in a sheltered 
Oregon town. From childhood, she 
heard the story of her adoption as a 
comforting, prepackaged myth. She 
believed that her biological parents 
had made the ultimate sacrifi ce in 
the hope of giving her a better life, 
that forever feeling slightly out of 

place was her fate as a transracial adoptee. But as Nicole grew 
up—facing prejudice her adoptive family couldn’t see, fi nding 
her identity as an Asian American and as a writer, becoming 
ever more curious about where she came from—she wondered 
if the story she’d been told was the whole truth. 

With the same warmth, candor, and startling insight that 
has made her a beloved voice, Nicole Chung tells of her search 
for the people who gave her up, which coincided with the birth 
of her own child. All You Can Ever Know is a profound, moving 
chronicle of surprising connections and the repercussions of 
unearthing painful family secrets—vital reading for anyone 
who has ever struggled to fi gure out where they belong. 

“ This book moved me to 
my very core. . . . [All 
You Can Ever Know] 
should be required 
reading for anyone 
who has ever had, 
wanted, or found a 
family—which is to say, 
everyone."

  — Celeste Ng, author
  of Little Fires
  Everywhere

OCTOBER
$26.00
Hardcover
Ebook Available
Rights available: 
World

MEMOIR
9781936787975
240 pages  
6" x 9"

“ This book moved me to my very core. As in all her 
writing, Nicole Chung speaks eloquently and honestly 
about her own personal story, then widens her aperture 
to illuminate all of us. All You Can Ever Know is full of 
insights on race, motherhood, and family of all kinds, 
but what sets it apart is the compassion Chung brings 
to every facet of her search for identity and every 
person portrayed in these pages. This book should be 
required reading for anyone who has ever had, wanted, 
or found a family—which is to say, everyone.” 

—Celeste Ng, author of Little Fires Everywhere
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NICOLE CHUNG has written for � e New York Times, GQ, Longreads, BuzzFeed, Hazlitt, 
and Shondaland, among other publications. She is the editor in chief of Catapult
magazine and the former managing editor of � e Toast. She holds bachelor’s and 
master’s degrees from Johns Hopkins University and currently lives in the Washington, 
D.C., area. All You Can Ever Know is her fi rst book. 

ALL YOU CAN 
EVER KNOW

A Memoir

@nicole_soojung nicolechung.net

“ I’ve been waiting for this writer, and this book—and everything else 
she’ll write—and now it is here.”

—Alexander Chee, author of Th e Queen of the Night

“ This book will break your heart in all the best ways. Nicole Chung’s 
intimate exploration of motherhood, race, and identity is a beautiful 
personal story that also reveals something profound about our culture 
and country. I didn’t want it to end.”

—Jessica Valenti, author of Sex Object
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SHELLEY JACKSON

Eleven-year-old Jane Grandison, 
tormented by her stutter, sits in 
the back seat of a car, letter in hand 
inviting her to live and study at 
the Sybil Joines Vocational School 
for Ghost Speakers & Hearing-
Mouth Children. Founded in 1890 
by Headmistress Sybil Joines, the 
school—at fi rst glance—is a sanctuary 
for children seeking to cure their 
speech impediments. Inspired by her 
haunted and tragic childhood, the 
Headmistress has other ideas.

Pioneering the fi eld of necro-
physics, the Headmistress harnesses 
the “gift” she and her students pos-
sess. Through their stutters, together 
they have the ability to channel 
ghostly voices communicating from 
the land of the dead, a realm the 
Headmistress herself visits at will. 

Things change for the school and the Headmistress when a 
student disappears, lost in the land of the dead, attracting 
attention from parents and police alike.

Set in the overlapping worlds of the living and the dead, 
Shelley Jackson’s Riddance is an illuminated novel told through 
theoretical writings in necrophysics, the Headmistress’s 
dispatches from the land of the dead, and Jane’s evolving life as 
Joines’s new stenographer and central fi gure in the Vocational 
School’s mysterious present, as well as its future.

In Riddance, children 
with stutters attend 
a special school 
in Massachusetts 
to learn how to 
channel the dead.
Written in the form 
of transcripts, 
found documents, 
and archival 
material, the novel 
is a disquieting 
supernatural 
investigation, and 
marks the much-
anticipated return of 
a brilliant writer.

OCTOBER
$26.00
Hardcover
Ebook Available
Rights available: 
US/Canada

FICTION 
9781936787999
448 pages  
6" x 9"

  Praise for Shelley Jackson’s Half Life

“ Shelley Jackson’s sly, pyrotechnical talents are wedded 
to some particularly acute insights into human 
nature—her debut novel is audacious, smart as a paper 
cut, and will no doubt turn out to cure the common 
cold to boot. Half Life is twisty and vampy and campy, 
grotesque, picaresque, droll, and dazzling.”

—Kelly Link

“ Ingenious, sensual, gleeful—as well as sinister and 
perverse—Shelley Jackson’s fi rst novel crackles 
with Nabokovian verbal fi reworks and thrums with 
Borgesian philosophical implications. It demands of 
its readers only imagination, and rewards them with 
hilarity, terror, and marvels.”

—Jonathan Lethem

“ Jackson’s prose is stunning—sharp and smart, witty 
and urbane in the extreme.”

—Th e Baltimore Sun

SHELLEY  JACKSON was born in the Philippines, raised in Berkeley, California, 
and currently lives in Brooklyn, New York, with her husband, her daughter, and 
a three-legged dog. She received a B.A. in art from Stanford University and an 
M.F.A. in creative writing from Brown University. She is the author of the short 
story collection � e Melancholy of Anatomy, the novel Half Life, the hypertext 
novel Patchwork Girl, several children’s books, and “Skin,” a story published in 
tattoos on the skin of more than 2,000 volunteers. She teaches in the graduate 
writing program at the New School University.

RIDDANCE
OR, THE SYBIL JOINES 

VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
FOR GHOST SPEAKERS & 

HEARING-MOUTH CHILDREN

@snowshelleyjackson ineradicablestain.com
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INSOMNIA

MARINA BENJAMIN

Insomnia is on the rise. More than a 
third of all adults report experiencing 
it, with the fi gure climbing steeply 
among those over sixty-fi ve. Marina 
Benjamin takes on her personal 
experience of the condition—her 
struggles with it, her insomniac 
highs, and her dawning awareness 
that states of sleeplessness grant us 
valuable insights into the workings 
of our unconscious minds. Although 
insomnia is rarely entirely welcome, 
Benjamin treats it less as an a�  iction 
than as an encounter that she engages 
with and plumbs. She adds new 
dimensions to both our understanding 
of sleep (and going without it) and of 
night, of how we perceive darkness.

Along the way, Insomnia trips 
through illuminating material from 
literature, art, philosophy, psychology, 
pop culture, and more. Benjamin pays 

particular attention to the relationship between women and 
sleep—Penelope up all night, unraveling her day’s weaving 
for Odysseus; the Pre-Raphaelite artists’ depictions of deeply 
sleeping women; and the worries that keep contemporary 
females awake. 

Insomnia is an intense, lyrical, witty, and humane 
exploration of a state we too often consider only superfi cially. 
“This is the song of insomnia, and I shall sing it,” Marina 
Benjamin declares.

“ Every insomniac 
knows how sleep-
lessness warps and 
deforms reality. 
Marina Benjamin 
anatomizes its 
endless nights and 
red-eyed mornings, 
fi nding a sublime 
language for this 
strange state of 
lack. Her writing is 
often reminiscent 
of Anne Carson: 
beautiful, jagged, 
and precise.”

  — Olivia Laing, author of
  The Lonely City

NOVEMBER
$19.95
Paper over board
Ebook Available
Rights available: 
US/Canada

MEMOIR
9781948226059
96 pages  
5.5" x 8.25"

  Praise for Marina Benjamin’s Th e Middlepause

“ In � e Middlepause Benjamin deftly and brilliantly 
examines the losses and unexpected gains she 
experienced in menopause. Menopause is a mind and 
body shift as monumental and universal as puberty, 
yet far less often discussed, especially in public, which 
is what makes Benjamin’s work here so urgently 
necessary.”

—Kate Tuttle, Los Angeles Times

“ Women do a lot of things to mark turning fi fty. Go to a 
resort! Have a bang-up party! Far, far better: read � e 
Middlepause.”

—Jill Lepore, author of 
Th e Secret History of Wonder Woman

MARINA BENJAMIN is the author of three previous memoirs, Rocket Dreams, 
short-listed for the Eugene M. Emme Astronautical Literature Award; Last 
Days in Babylon, long-listed for the Jewish Quarterly Wingate Prize; and � e 
Middlepause, fi nalist for the Arts Foundation’s Creative Non-fi ction Award. She 
is currently a senior editor at the digital magazine Aeon. 
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“ Eloquent and intelligent. . . . This is a measured and beautifully 
written critique of menopause and middle age that pre-, mid-, and 
postmenopausal women will fi nd eminently relatable, and that those 
who love and care for them will likewise appreciate.”

—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

@marinab52
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NORTHWOOD

MARYSE MEIJER

Part fairy tale, part horror story, 
Northwood is a genre-breaking 
novella told in short, brilliant, 
beautifully strange passages. The 
narrator, a young woman, has fled 
to the forest to pursue her artwork 
in isolation. While there, she falls 
in love with a married man she 
meets at a country dance. The man 
is violent, their a� air even more so. 
As she struggles to free herself, she 
questions the di� erence between 
desire and obsession—and the 
brutal nature of intimacy. Packaged 
with illustrations by famed British 
artist Rufus Newell and inventive, 
white-on-black text treatments by 
award-winning designer Jonathan 
Yamakami, Northwood is a work of 
art as well as a literary marvel.

“ Northwood’s 
mesmerizing 
alchemy is this: 
pain + desire + the 
deep, dark woods = 
a book so addictive 
you will inhale it in 
one breath. Meijer 
has made her own 
form, something 
new and wide-
open, something as 
blissful and broken 
as the language of 
lovesickness itself." 

  — Samantha Hunt, 
  author of The Dark Dark

NOVEMBER
$19.95
Paper over board
Ebook Available
Rights available: 
US/Canada

FICTION 
9781948226011
112 pages  
5.5" x 8.25"

MARYSE MEIJER is the author of Heartbreaker. She lives in Chicago. 
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THE RUNAWAY 
SPECIES 

 DAVID EAGLEMAN AND
ANTHONY BRANDT

� e Runaway Species is a deep dive 
into the creative mind, a celebration 
of the human spirit, and a vision of 
how we can improve our future by 
understanding and embracing our 
ability to innovate. David Eagleman 
and Anthony Brandt seek to answer 
the question: what lies at the heart 
of humanity’s ability—and drive—to 
create?

Our ability to remake our world is 
unique among all living things. But where does our creativity 
come from, how does it work, and how can we harness it to 
improve our lives, schools, businesses, and institutions?

Eagleman and Brandt examine hundreds of examples of 
human creativity through dramatic storytelling and stunning 
images in this beautiful, full-color volume. By drawing out what 
creative acts have in common and viewing them through the 
lens of cutting-edge neuroscience, they uncover the essential 
elements of this critical human ability, and encourage a more 
creative future for all of us.

“ Unravels the 
interplay of art, 
neuroscience and 
evolution, while 
celebrating the 
special thing that is 
human innovation.”

  —Entrepreneur

OCTOBER
$19.95
Paperback
Ebook Available
Rights available: 
US/Canada

Popular Science
9781948226035
304 pages  
6.0236" x 8.4252"

  The offi  cial 2018–2019 COMMON READING 
  book selection at Texas State University

“ The authors look at art and science together to examine 
how innovations—from Picasso’s initially o� ensive 
paintings to Steve Jobs’s startling iPhone—build on 
what already exists and rely on three brain operations: 
bending, breaking and blending. This manifesto . . . 
shows how both disciplines foster creativity.”

—Th e Wall Street Journal

ANTHONY BRANDT is a composer, a professor at Rice University’s Shepherd School 
of Music, and Artistic Director of the contemporary music ensemble Musiqa. His 
compositions include two chamber operas, and works for orchestra, dance, theater, 
television, and chamber ensemble.
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“ � e Runaway Species approach[es] creativity scientifi cally but 
sensitively, feeling its roots without pulling them out.”

—Th e Economist

“ Which inventions have had the most impact—and why? What can they 
teach us about game-changing innovation? And how will science 
and technology revolutionize our lives next? The rest of � e Runaway 
Species sheds light on these issues . . . bolstered by delightful visuals.”

—Harvard Business Review

@anthonykbrandt 

How Human Creativity 
Remakes the World

@davideagleman @David.M.Eagleman

runawayspecies.com

DAVID EAGLEMAN is a neuroscientist at Stanford University and the New York 
Times bestselling author of Incognito: � e Secret Lives of the Brain and Sum. He is 
the writer and host of the Emmy-nominated PBS television series � e Brain. 

www.eagleman.com

Now in 
Paperback!
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NEON IN DAYLIGHT: A NOVEL
by Hermione Hoby

Fiction • Paperback • 9781936787753
$16.95 • 288 pages • Ebook Available

“A radiant fi rst novel. . . . Precision—of observation, of 
language—is Hoby’s gift. Her sentences are sleek and 

tailored. Language molds snugly to thought.” 
—Parul Sehgal, Th e New York Times

 

“[A] luminous, crackling debut.” 
—Entertainment Weekly

 

VENGEANCE: A NOVEL 
by Zachary Lazar

Fiction • Paperback • 9781936787777
$16.95 • 272 pages • Ebook Available

“I am stunned by the daring, meticulous, and 
unsentimental intelligence of this riveting book.” 
—Francisco Goldman, author of Say Her Name

“The urgency of Lazar’s subject, combined with his 
graceful submission to it, makes Vengeance incredibly 

timely, and also timeless in its value as art.” 
—Rachel Kushner, author of Th e Flamethrowers

THE LIFE TO COME: A NOVEL
by Michelle de Kretser

Fiction • Hardcover • 9781936787821
$26.00 • 352 pages • Ebook Available

“De Kretser’s satirical observations—on the literati, 
self-congratulation, suburban pretension—are so 
subtly deboning they remind me of Jane Austen’s.”  

—James McNamara, Th e Spectator

I, PARROT: A GRAPHIC NOVEL 
by Deb Olin Unferth and Elizabeth Haidle

Graphic Novel • Paperback • 9781936787654
$18.95 • 160 pages • Ebook Available

“[Unferth’s] language is sly and bitterly funny, 
matched in mood by Haidle’s monochromatic, 

inkwash-style artwork, which plays up the story’s 
whimsy as well as its sadness.” 

—Th e New York Times Book Review RE
CE
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2018 Indie 
Next Pick

Long-listed 
for the 

Stella Prize 
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At Catapult, 
study with some of 
the biggest names 
in contemporary 

literature.
Mary Gaitskill, A. O. Scott, Mitchell S. Jackson, Rufi  
Thorpe,  James Hannaham, Alexandra Kleeman, 
Mira Jacob, Porochista Khakpour, Garrard 
Conley, Nicole Dennis-Benn, Alex Mar, Rebecca 
Schiff , Tony Tulathimutte, Julia Pierpont, Angela 
Flournoy, Kathleen Alcott, Tanwi Nandini Islam, 
Emily Gould, Leigh Stein, Chloe Caldwell, Jade 
Sharma, Justin Taylor, Anna Noyes, Shelly Oria, 
Kristen Radtke, Molly Prentiss, Sarah Gerard, 
Rachel Khong, Idra Novey, Kaitlyn Greenidge, 
Peter Orner, Elissa Bassist, J. Robert Lennon, 
Sara Nović, Ashley C. Ford, Daniel José Older, 
Kristopher Jansma, Adam Wilson, Ryan Britt, 
Jennifer Gilmore, Rachel Syme, Alana Massey, 
Scott Cheshire, Laura van den Berg, J. Courtney 
Sullivan, Patty Yumi Cottrell, Nadja Spiegelman, 
Mike Scalise, Lisa Ko, Weike Wang, and more.

“The best place to 
meet your literary 

heroes and get better 
at writing, too.”

—Th e Village Voice

VISIT: CATAPULT.CO/CLASSES

IN-PERSON CLASSES START AT $75

NOT IN NYC? 

ONLINE CLASSES START AT $50

ISN’T IT 
TIME YOU 
TOOK 
YOUR 
DESIRE 
TO WRITE 
SERIOUSLY?

When Catapult’s writing program was little more 
than an idea, we dreamed of creating a kind of M.F.A. 
program without barriers: a space equally devoted 
to rigorous critique and generative play, a program 
that would unite emerging writers with established 
mentors and demystify the process of getting 
published. We wanted to build a series of classes that 
would help writers fi nd and hone their voices, and 
might also introduce them to some lifelong friends.

At Catapult, we believe in community and mentorship, 
thorough feedback and revision. Our a� ordable, 
day-job-friendly classes are led by writers and 
publishing professionals at the center of literary 
culture. We o� er a variety of six-week fi ction and 
nonfi ction workshops in addition to daylong master 
classes and intensives, and our classes meet online 
or in person in NYC.
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